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JULIUS FUCHIK 
Chapter 8 

A err OF HISTORY 

June 9th, 194?* 

In front of my oell there hangs a belt* My belt* The sign 
of a tranaport In the near future* Some time in the night they 
will take ne off to the Reich for trial - and ao -forth* Ptom 
the laat oruat of my life* time bites off the final mouthful. 
The four hundred and eleven days in Fankrata have passed surp
risingly fast. How many days remain? What sort of days? And 
where will I a^end them? 

Z shall hardly have the opportunity to write* however, 
anywhere else. So this is my last testimony, A bit of history 
of which I am apparently the laat living witness. 

In February, 1941* they arrested the whole Central Conmit-
tee of the Communist Party in Czechoslovakia - and also the 
second group of leaders, who had prepared to take over when we 
should fall* How it happened that such an extremely hard blow 
fell on us all at once has never been fully explained* Perhaps 
it will be explained some day, when the Gestapo commissars are 
caught and made to talk* I tried in vain to learn that secret 
as a trusty in Petohek Building* There was certainly some 
spy-work in it, and a lot of carelessness. Two years of suc
cessful work underground had dulled the alertness of the comra
des. Our illegal organisation grew too widespread} new workers 
were cdntantly drawn in - even many who ought to have been 
held in reserve to succeed the first set if anything happened. 
Our network of cells became too complex to control precisely* 
The blow at our party Central was evidently prepared long and 
carefully, and fell just when the enemy was ready for h i s 

attack on the Soviet Union* 
I did not know at first how many of us the/ had trapped, 

I waited for the rest to contact me according to the normal 
plan, but I waited in vain* After a month, it was plain to 
see that something pretty far-reaching had happened, and that 
I must not merely wait for a contact from outside* Thus I 
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began to look for contacts from inside, and others oegan the 
search also. 

The first member whom I found was Honza Vyakoohil, chief . 
of the Central Bohemia section. He had plenty of initiative 
and already had some material ready to renew publication of 
Red Rights, so that the party should not be left without a 
newspaper. I wrote a leading editorial, but then we agreed 
that the material, the rest of which I had not yet seen, should 
be published as a May Paper, not under the name of Red Rights. 
Other parties had put out similar one-shot papers instead of 
trying to maintain regular editions• 

The next months were devoted .to partisan work* The blow, 
severe as it was, could not kill the party* Hundreds of new 
workers took up the tasks left by leaders who had been struck 
down* Their fresh energy and devotion prevented any deteriora
tion in the basic organisation or any feeling of defeatism or 
passivity creeping into it* But the central organism was mis
sing, and the danger of partisan group work was that there would 
not be unity and well-knit leadership at the most Important 
moment, the expected assault of the enemy on Soviet Russia* 

I saw that an experienced political hand was at work in a 
copy of Red Rights, which was published by a partisan cell* Our 
single May Paper was not particularly successful, I am sorry 
to say, but others s a w in it proof that there was someone 
to cooperate with* So we two groups searched for contact* 

It was like looking for someone in a deep forest* We would 
hear a voice and start out to find it* Then the right voice 
sounded ever so quietly from an entirely different direction* 
Our heavy losses made everybody in the party extremely cautious 
and alert to prevent falling into a trap* Two members of the 
former Central who wished to find each other had to p a s s 
through all sorts of tests and overcome many obstacles set up 
by those they trusted in order to make doubly sure that neither 
had turned traitor and was trying to play a trick* The great
est handicap was that I did not know who it was I was looking 
for - nor did he know the member was trying to contact him* 

We finally found a man who knew and could vouch for us 
both* That was a fine young fellow, ilr* ililooh Nedved, who 
became our first courier* I found him by pure chance* In the 
middle of June, 1941. I fell ill and sent lida to find Dr. 
Nedved and bring him to the Baxa home, where I was hiding* He 
came at once, and in our talk he let me know very, very cau
tiously ttat he had been asked to find the follow who wrote 
that editorial in May Paper, lie bid no suspicion that it was 
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I, for all the members on the other side vere sore that I had 
been arrested and probably executed. 

Hitler attacked the Soviet Union on Jane 22, 19411 That 
very evening Honsa Cherny and Z put oat a leaflet shoving m a t 
that meant for us In Czechoslovakia. He was a strapping ele
gant chap with a wonderful attitude to people. He had fought 
in Spain, from where he had cone home after the war broke outr 
crossing Nasi Germany with a lung wound, He always remained 
something of a soldier, with a rloh underground experience, 
talented, always taking the initiative. 

Months of stubborn fighting made us excellent comrades. 
We seemed to complement eaoh^ther well, both in temperament 
and in our special training. Zika was the organiser, realistic, 
vexingly preoise, never misled by high-sounding phrases* He 
bored into every report until he knew its full significance, 
tested every proposal from every possible side and then kindly, 
but firmly, carried out every decision of the group. 

Cherny was in charge of sabotage and preparations for arm
ed revolt. He thought in military language, was inventive, 
planned in broad terms, on a grand scale, was tireless and 
successful in searching for new people and new resources. 

I was the journalist, the political agitator, relying on 
my nose. A little fantastic at times, a stickler for balance 
and unity. 

Our division- of functions was a division of responsibility 
not of work. Ve all had to take a hand and accept responsi
bility in each other's branches whenever Independent action 
or decision was calle for, since it was hard to meet and dis
cuss everything* The olow which struck the party in February, 
had out all our contacts and they could never be entirely re
paired* Certain whole sections of the organisation had been 
crushed; others had 1 een rebuilt, but it proved impossible to 
contact them. The c _ls in many factories, even the organisa
tion in whole regloi 1, worked in isolation for months before . 
we could communicate with them* Ve could only hope that they 
received our central newspaper and count on their following 
the general line it indicated. 

It was hard to work, when we did not even have places to 
live. V/e could not use former apartments because they were 
probably under constant watch by the enemy. At first we had 
no money, even, and it was h a d to secure food without ration 
card3, which would have given away our identity. All these 
obstacles had to be overcome ax a time when it was too late to 
prepare and build, when we had to take an active hand in the 
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battle, for the Soviet Union had been attacked. 
It is our job to fight on tht internal front against the 

invaders, fight the miniature bat .as of sabotage. Not with 
our own forces only, but so far as possible to bring to bear 
the strength of the whole Czech nation. During the prepara
tory years from 1939 to 1941 the party was in underground 
activity, not only against the German police, but in relation 
to the nation. In spite of bloody suppression, the party had 
to harden and perfect its organisation against the invaders 
and at the same time win the confidence of the n a t i o n . 
That meant approaching people who belonged to no party, dealing 
with anyone who was determined to fight for liberty, calling 
upon the whole people to struggle, and dealing directly with 
those who continued to hesitate. 

By the beginning of September, 1941» we oould not say that 
we had rebuilt our crippled organisation, but we could say we 
had at least firmly organised core, capable of taking on con
siderable tasks. Party campaigns began to attract attention. 
Sabotage spread, there were strikes in factories everywhere. At 
the end of September they sent Heydrich after us. 

The first period of martial law did not break our increas
ingly active resistance. It did slow lis down, however, and 
inflicted new woulds on the party. The worst hit were t h e 
Prague district and youth organisation. More of our leaders 
fell, so valuable to the party - Jan Kreyohi, Shtanzl, Milosh 
Krasny, and many others. 

After each blow, however, you saw how indestructible the 
party was. Even if he seemed irreplacable, eaoh worker who fell 
was replaced by two or three new ones. By the new year we again 
had a strong organisation built* If it was not as far-reaching 
as that we had in February, 1941, still it was fully oapable of 
meeting the challenge to decisive battle. Ve all took a hand 
in the work, but the major credit goes to Honza Zika. 

P r o o f s of our publication work are to be found in 
attics and cellars, in the hidden files of comrades, and it is 
unnecessary to speak of that here. 

Our newspapers were widely circulated and read, not only 
by members of the party, but throughout the land. They were 
published.in printed or mimeographed form in considerable num
bers by many 'technical centres', all secret and strictly iso
lated from each other. No publishing group knew who worked in 
any other, nor where they worked. None knew where, their inst
ructions or articles came from. They all worked as fast as 
humanly possible, as the battle situation demanded. For instan-
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nee we put out the Army General Order of Comrade Stalin of 
February 23, 1942, and had it in the hands of readers on the 
evening of the 24th. The printers worked splendidly, as did 
the technical group of doctors and that called Fuchs-Lorenz, 
which also issued its own paper named The World Against Hitler. 
Most of the material of the other papers 1 produced myself, so 
as not to endanger others. My substitute was prepared long in 
advance in case I should fall. He took over immediately I was 
arrested, and is still doing his job. 

We built as simple a machine as we could, to involve as 
few people as possible in any one task. Ue dropped the system 
of complicated chains for delibering messages, which did not 
save the committee in February. 1941* but actually increased 
the danger of betrayal. That left each of us more exposed indi
vidually, but put the whole apparatus in a safer position. No 
future blow could cripple the party again, as happened in 
February. 

Thus the Central Committee continued working normally when 
I was arrested. My substitute stepped into my place and even 
my olosest collaborators notioed no difference. 

Bbnza Zika was arrested on the night of May 27f 1942. 
That was also by pure chance. It was the n i g h t after the 
assassination of Heydrich, when the whole enemy machine was 
afoot conducting raids all over Prague. They walked into the 
apartment in Streahovice, where Zika lived illegally. H i s 
doouments were in order with a false name, and they might never 
have notioed him if he had kept calm. Not wishing to risk the 
lives of the good family who had sheltered him, however, he 
tried to escape from a seoond-story window. He fell, mortally 
injured his spine and was taken to a prison hospital. They 
had no idea whom they had laid hands on. Only after eighteen 
days of search and comparison of files of photographs, did 
they prove who he was and took him dying to Petchek Building 
for a grilling. Ve met there for the last time, when they 
led me in to see him. Ue shook hands, and he beamed that 
broad kind smile at me, sayings 

"Take care of yourself, Julol" 
That was all they ever heard out of him. He never said 

another word to them. After a few blows in the f a o e he 
4 fainted, and died in a couple of hours. 

I had learned of his arrest by May 29. Our feelers were 
working well. Through them we had agreed on our next steps 
as best we could, and they were later approved by Honza Cher-
ny. That was our last decision together for the party. 
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Honza Cherny was ari^sted in tho sunmer of 1942. This 
tiae it was not by chance, but due to a flagrant breach of dis
cipline by Jan Pokorny, who had direct contact with him. Pokor-
ny did not behave like a responsible officer of the group. 
After several hours of grilling - pretty severe grilling, to be 
sure, but what else had he expected? - after several hours of 
grilling he grew panicky and told them the address of the 
apartment where he liad.net Cherny. Prom there they traced 
Honza^ and Gestapo had him a few days later* 

They dragged me in to identify him the moment they brought 
bin in. 

"Do you ?aiow hiffl?" 
"No, I don't". 
Nor did he admit knowing ne. lie refused to answer any 

more questions whatever* Ilis o l d w o u n d saved him 
from long torture* He soon fainted* Before they could take 
him for a second-grilling, we parefully informed him about the 
situation and he was- guided accordingly. 

They never got anything out of him* They held him in 
prison a long time, waiting for sane new evidence to break down 
his silence* But they never broke Honza Cherny* 

Imprisonment did not change him* He was always courage
ous* sprightly, cheerful - always pointing others into the 
future, when his own future pointed straight toward death* 

They took him away from Pankrats suddenly, the end of 
April* I don't know where* This s u d d e n disappearance 
of people from here always means something ominous* v I may 
be wrong, but I never expect to see Honza Cherny again* 

Ve always reckoned with' death* Ve knew that falling into 
Gestapo hands meant the end* And we acted accordingly, both 
in our own souls and in relation to others, even after being 
caught* 

My own play draw near its end* I can91 write that end, 
far I .don't yet know what it will be* This is no longer a 
play* This is life* 

In real life there are no spectators: you all participate 
in life* 

The c u r t a i n rises on the last act* 
I loved you all, friends* Be on guard! 

JULIUS FUCHIK. 
Jon* 9, 1943. 
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